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For almost every action that takes place in government there is
ultimately an expenditure of public funds and, although this country is the
wealthiest in the world, its financial resources are limited and its expendi-
tures must be controlled* Ifce control of Federal expenditures is exercised
"by the Executive and the legislative Branches of our Government* 2ae Consti-
tution is the basic source of congressional financial powers, although various
statutes have been enacted over the years which enable the Congress to exer-
cise financial control ir> a "world not envisioned by tile originators of our
Constitution.
One of the most effective means of financial control is a budget—
a
financial plan. Ehe processes of budget formulation, review, enactment and
execution result in many desirable lay-products, Ebese processes force plan-
ning for at least otob year in advance; bring to light future problems which
may be encountered and which must be recognized, and force the administrator
to put first things first simply because he will not be granted funds suffi-
cient to do all the things he would like to do. Iheee processes also pro-
vide a standard against which an administrator siay be measured and provide a
basis for decisions as to the desirability of originating, continuing or dis-
continuing certain governmental sei'vices or programs. Budget formulation,
review, enactment and execution also force a recognition of the economic
condition of the country since the budget relates expenditures to revenues.
One budget of the United States Government is a joint Executive-
Legislative venture and each Branch must accept responsibility for its part.

The Federal "budget may "be considered as falling into four distinct phases:
preparation and submission; authorization; execution; and audit*
The preparation and submission of the "budget is an executive function
which Is carried out "by the executive departments and agencies,, by the Bureau
of the Budget, and "by the President.
Authorization of the budget is a legislative function which is
carried out "by the House and the Senate and "by their appropriations committees.
The Executive Branch is charged with the execution of the budget and
this phase Is performed "by the Bureau of the Budget, the Treasury Department
and the other executive | and agencies.
She final phase of budgeting in the U. S. Government is auditing;
this phase is carried on independently and concurrently by the Legislative
and Executive Branches. Ihe auditing function for the Executive Branch is
performed by the executive departments and agencies and the legislative audit
is performed for the Congress "by the General Accounting Office.
The purpose of this paper is to set forth how the Federal Government
Is organized to perform the various phases of budgeting and, further, to show
the procedures follower by these organizations in the performance of this
mission*
Chapter I of this paper contains a brief history of congressional
financial power from the tine oi the Congress of the Confederation; this
chapter shows some of the weaknesses of that Congress and of the subsequent
strengthening of the new Congress. Particular emphasis is placed on those
articles of the Constitution which are the source of the present congres-
sional financial powers.
Chapter H discusses the present congressional committee system in
general and the appropriations committees in particular. All the congressional

appropriations subcommittees are named and the number of members on each
subcommittee shown. Ooasaants are made on committee membership and their
powers; criticism has "been directed toward some of the practices of the
appropriations subcommittees in their review of the budget estimates.
Chapter III is a discussion on the formulation and review of the
budget in the Navy Department; the Department of Defense, and the Bureau of
the Budget; each phase of review is considered in some detail.
Chapter IV covers the various types of budget authorisation; supple-
mental and deficiency appropriations are described as well as some of the
controversies which have always accompanied this type of appropriation. The
chapter concludes with a discussion on apportionment.
Chapter V, the concluding chapter, discusses the General Accounting
Office from the time it was a part of the Treasury Department. The expressed
and implied powers of this office which were granted by the Budget and
Accounting Act of 1921 are discussed In some detail. I^ntion is made in this
chapter of the various relations the General Accounting Office has had with
the executive departments and agencies. The chapter concludes with the
present organization of this Office and an outlook for the future.

CHAPTER I
HSSTOEY OF COHGHSSSIOSAL FWWnAL PCWER
Hie first decade of American Independence vas the critical period of
American history* 'ISie crisis of var vas succeeded by the crisis of govern-
ment and vas a spectacle of a revolutionary government unable to govern.
She Congress of the Confederation
Under the Articles of Confederation, a loose Confederation vas set up
and sovereignty resided in the several states; state nationalism at this time
vas very strong and men considered their State to be their country. One of
the most serious veaknesses vhich faced the Congress of the Confederation vas
1
the lack of effective power to raise money, in particular to tax. She people
in the various states vere suspicious of the new Federal Government and were
opposed to sending the proceeds of local taxation to a "distant government."
As a result of this attitude the Congress had only two avenues open to it to
obtain revenue—borrowing, and making requisitions upon the states. 2he
ability to borrow had been pretty veil exhausted during the var and the
effectiveness of requisitions on the states depended almost entirely on their
cooperation since the Federal Government had no effective means of enforcing
its requests.
She lack of power to control commerce vas also a serious weakness of
2
the new government; ' it lacked the pover to establish duties on imports or
Claudius 0. Johnson,, (ky/ernment in the United States (5 ed.j Hew
York: Thomas X. Crovell <2ompazi•,' 1952), p. 9*
*BM.. p. 10.

upon exports and also lacked the power to prevent the individual, states from
doing whatever they desired in this area* Because of these weaknesses the
country as a whole sufferedj no funds were xaade available for national use
and, as a result, the nation's -trade and growth languished* Shis situation
was greatly aggravated "by the efforts of the various states to establish their
own paper money as the legal tender for the entire country*
Because of the weaknesses in the Articles of Confederation it was the
view of many that a central government with so little power aust surely fail*
The 3ew Constitution
Sne State of Virginia aade the first attempt to unify the xaore-or-less
divided states. She Virginia Legislature sent a call out to all the states
and requested that they send representatives to Annapolis for the purpose of
surveying the trade of the country and of determining if ways could be found
to iaprove such trade to the benefit of all concerned* Shis Annapolis Con-
vention was a failure because representatives from only five States
attended.3
2he Congress of the Confederation itself was alarmed over the state
of national affairs and called a convention to be held in Hiiladelphia for
the purpose of reversing the Articles. Deliberations had not gone far in
this convention when the question was posed as to whether wisdom would not be
on the side of adopting a new constitution.
After much discussion it was agreed that the power of the national
government should be greatly increased and that the new constitution would be
the supreme law of the land and would be enforceable in the courts*
3
•legislative Iteference Service, Library of Congress, Constitution Of
Ihe united States Of A ashington, D.C.J Government Printing Office,
19^), p. 11.

2fce Constitution of the United States , as framed "by the
constitutional convention of 1767/ "was intended to "be a copy
of the government of England, -with such changes as seemed to
our own statesmen necessary to safeguard the people of America
against the particular sorts of prerogatives and power that
had worked them harm in their dealings with the government of
the mother country over sea.^
2bere was one problem in particular which threatened to break up the
convention; this was the problem relating to the voting power of the nev
Congress. The large states wanted representation with voting power propor-
tional to population but the small states wanted voting power to be equal*
It is important to remember at this point that Congress, under the Articles,
consisted of only one House. 3hls particular obstacle which concerned voting
power was removed by the delegates from Connecticut who proposed that the nev
Congress be made up of two Houses, an upper House which would provide for
equal representation^ and a lower House which would provide for representa-
5
tion based on population of the states. In his book, Overstreet states that
the willingness of the delegates to the convention to "go ahead" instead of
returning to our pre-revolutionary status when it was evident that the
6
Articles of Confederation would not work was a case of "applied maturity."
Source of Congressional Financial growers
She nev Constitution as finally adopted gave to the nev Congress
many powers which it did oot have under the Articles of Confederation. Ohe
particular powers which Congress has under the Constitution and which relate
to the question of the role of Congress in financial administration are con-
tained mostly in Article I, Section 8.
k
ftoodrov Wilson, Constitutional Government in the United States
v York: Columbia University Ire's s, 1921), p. ^2.
5
'Johnson, op. cit .j p. 21.
5
K. A. Overstreet, like wature Mint. (Uev York: W. W. Horton and
C0B©aay» Inc., 19^9)* p. 1^

Article I. Section 8 douse 1 r/tates: "1h® Congress shall have power
to lay and collect taxes, duties , Imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and
provide for the coramon defense and general', welfare 02' the United States; but
all such duties, imports, and excises shall be uniiom; throughout the United
States." 3Ehil particular clause, then, it authority for nearly all federal
taxation. It gi/es Congress the authority not only to tax to raise revenue,
hut to tax to protect some American industries and to regulate others.
Congress il thereby authorised to tax; to pay debts ; provide for the common
defense; and provide for the general welfare*
Article I. Section 8 Clause 2 of the Constitution states that Con-
gress is authorized: ,,rSo borrow money on the credit of the United States."
Thus, Congress has the power to borrow [through the Treasury] froxi any
source, foreign or don^stie and up to any amount and the ouly collateral
needed is "the credit of the United States," Shis power to borrow, together
with the power to coin and regulate the value of money, lollies authority to
issue paper money and to compel its acceptance as legal tender. !Ehis Consti-
tutional power also justifies the creation of IJatiunal Banks to buy and sell
7
goveraoiont bonds. 2huo, when Congress porrows money it pledges inpayment in
currency the value of which Congress itself has the power to determine.
Article I, Section 8 Clause 5 of the Constitution authorizes the
Congress: M1to coin money, regulate the value thereof and of foreign coin
. . .
.''" For years it was felt that Congress had the right to make metallic
money only, but in .16 | Supreme Court finally iteund that Congress had the
right to make paper money also. By this clause Congress has the power to
raise or lower- the value of money whenever it sees fit and to determine
whether the monetary system sha?J. be based upon gold or upon anything else.
•7
McCulloch v. Maryland* h V&eat. 316 (a»

As added power, the Constitution states in Article I* Section 8
Clause 16 that Congress shall have the power: "To make all lavs which shall
he necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers. . « 1,
This clause is an enlargement of the powers expressly granted to Congress and
8
enables the lawmakers to select any reasonable means to enforce those powers.
And finally, Article I. Section 9 Clause 7 states: "No money shall he
drawn from the Treasury but in consequence of appropriations made by law. • . •
axis clause then is a limitation upon the power of the Executive Departments
9but it does not restrict Congress in appropriating moneys in the Treasury.
There is one section in the Constitution which places a specific
responsibility for providing revenues on the House of Representatives and
this particular section was adopted verbatim from the State of Massachusetts
Constitution. This is section 7 of Article 1 of the U. S. Constitution and
it states: "All bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House of
Representatives but the Senate may propose or concur with amendments as on
other bills."
Implementing Financial Powers
To carry out the financial powers which were granted to it by the new
Constitution, the Congress was required to establish the Treasury Department.
Throughout its long history this Department has had many functions; the
emphasis which has been placed upon these functions has varied according to
their importance or to the needs of the country at any given time. la the
beginning, tariffs were the primary source of revenue for the country and this
function absorbed most of the Treasury Department's energy; today this source
8
Ibid .
9Cincinnati Soap Co. v. United States, 301 U.S. 303, 321 (1937)> Knote
v. United States, 95 U.S. &9, 1$4 UM).
Constitution of the Coaaaonwealth of Massachusetts, sect. Ill, art. J*

9of funds Is relatively insignificant and the effort depended in this area
represents "but an infinitesimal part of the total activity of the present
Department.
Over the years the treasury Department has reorganized several times
in order to perform its function as the nation's collector of revenue and to
carry on its function as its chief disbursing agent. Today this Department
has many functions, the first of vhich is the collection of tax revenues;
this function is iMMfJ ished by a Bureui of Customs and a Bureau of Internal
itevenue. The next -function is to keep the government's money and pay its
bills in accordance with the appropriations made by Congress. Control of cur-
rency is another of the Treasury ^opartment's functions; a Bureau of Engraving
and. Printing prepares all the paper money as well ao tfttf bonds and other
securities of the government, and the Bureau of Mint supervises the mint and
assay offices. In addition to these, a Bureau of the Comptroller of Currency
supervises the National Banks and directs per ffJHUltima of then and
sees to the issuance and redemption of Federal Reserve Notes and Federal
Reserve Bank Botes. The United States Secret Service also comes under the
jurisdiction of the Treasury Department; one of its functions is to guard the
11
country's currency and secu iti-c against counterfeiting. Still another
function of the Treasury Department is performed by the Office of Interna-
tional Finance which was established in 19^7; this Office is responsible for
advising and assisting the Secretary of the Treasury in the formulation and
execution of policies and programs relating to the very extensive interna-
tional financial operations in vhich the United States has become involved,
especially since 19kh. The final function of the Treasury Department is per-
formed by the Public Debt Bureau, vhich vas established in 19'+0. Once it has
been decided to make a new offering of public debt securities, this Bureau
11




prepares the necessary documents and directs the handling of the subscriptions,
and plans and issues these securities. Hie Public Debt Bureau is also respon-
sible for attending to the retirement of securities and for all public-debt
accounting and auditing.
Congress also implements its financial powers through statutes , ap-
propriations committees and the General Accounting Office. Since each of these
items will be considered in more detail in subsequent chapters of this paper,
no further reference will be made to theni at this time.
Revenues
Although the Government receives large amounts of money from non-tax
sources , such receipts are totally inadequate to neet the current-day expen-
ditures of government, and Congress has only two other sources from which it
can obtain the required saaounts-—taxation and borrowing. A major difference
between the government under the Articles of Confoderation and that under our
present system is that the former could raise money only by making requisi-
tion upon more or less uncooperative State, whereas the present Congress can
reach down past the State Governments to the individual citizen and can levy
a tax on his property, or business, or income, and, if necessary, enforce
payment by seizing and selling his possessions in case he is delinquent. 2he
power of Congress to raise revenues was greatly increased when the Constitu-
12
tion was amended in order to permit the Congress to tax incomes. Over the
years the revenues derived from this source have constantly increased until
today the income tax plays the leading role in the Federal revenue system.
Very appropriately, then,, the long list of powers given to Congress in Sec-
tion 8 of the First Article of the Constitution starts off with the power,
1
. . . to lay and collect taxes, ..."
12
Sixteenth Amendment to U. S. Constitution.

11
Great as i3 this power to tax. Congress may exercise It only in
accordance vlth certain expressed or implied restrictions. To "begin with,
Congress is not free to levy taxes for Just any purpose;; taxes can be levied
only ". . . to pQT the debts and provide for the fOMNM defense and the gen-
eral welfare of the United Statin. " Oie terms "debts" and "defense" have not
been difficult to interpret., "bat th^ terra "general welfare" is so broad that
there have always been differences of opinion as to what activities and ob-
jectives are included vlthin it. In practice, however, and especially of
late, this "broad term has not been notch of a hurdle to those who are seeking
to justify new taxes to provide for the "general welfare" and any tax or
appropriation which Congress feels is for this purpose is Justified as long
as the Supreme Court goes along with it. Both Congress and the Supreme




SEE BUDGKE AND ITS REVIEW
"2he budget is a plan of action, for a "business [Government], ex-
pressed in dollar terns for a definite period of tir<a.',,13
Early Federal. Budgeting Practice
QSxe financial plan of the Federal Government of the United States is
characterised by its increasing unity and ex -ob.ensi/enesc. Its development
falls into two major stages: (1) the period from 17$9 to l$Hj and (2) the
period from 1921 until the present. During the first period, the budget-
making ftlHrttilll was shared in a haphazard vay by the various executive depart-
ments of the government and by Congress. While legislation in 17^9# 10*00,
1820, 1^!.2, and 188': ostensibly pom the Gee .-ctaiy of the Trep-sury the
authority for presenting an over-all financial p&t&, ffcU authority was never
used. The preparation of the preliminary estimates of expenditures vas under-
taken by tbe heads of departments vith the treasury acting as a mere trans-
mitting agency to Congress although the Secretary of the !Ereasury continued
14
to be held personally responsible for the submission of revenue estimates.
On the basis of these reojuests for funds "by -Qie spending agencies,
Standing Committees of the House of Jtepresentatives formulated appropriation
bills. And, although some coordination of "Uie Govemraent ' s financial
13
jB. F« Coggan, "What Management Expects From the Budget," Business
Bucteatlqfc VI (Jaaiaxy, 1958) > p. H.
Ik
Art] "aitMes, The Budgetary Process in the United States (Hev
York j McGra. Book Cloa^any, 195517 52?* *+9~'W*

13
activities vac attained between 1795 and 1&& by the Bouse Committee on Ways
and Means, * a diffusion of "budgetary responsibilities "began in 1865 with the
creation of a Committee on impropriations* flhis diffusion further proceeded
in 1885 when appropriation requests were referred to a half dosen or more
cooaittees in the Senate and in the Souse*
In addition to the diffusion and lack of integration involved in the
formulation and adoption of the budget, the methods of expenditure control
developed during this period were only moderately successful*
2ae movement for centralized budgetary control that emerged out of
collective financial irresponsibility found fruition in the Budget and
16
Accounting Act of 1921. She immediate impetus for this Act was provided by
a widely prevalent desire for government economy after the unprecedented
government expenditures and the size of the national debt caused by World War
I* One passage of this Act on June 10. 1921 marks the second major stage in
federal budgetary history. She chief effect of this Act was to make the
xsreporation of the annual budget and the supervision of its execution the
17
responsibility of the President. ' rather than that of the individual Execu-
tive Departments and of Congress. 3b assist the President to carry out th&se
responsibilities, a Bureau of the Budget was created in the Treasury Depart-
ment* Xhls Bureau remained under the treasury Department until 1939> at
which time President Itoosevelt removed it from treasury and placed it within
the Sasecutive Office of the President* OSxls Bureau in directly responsible
to the President* and in addition to its budgetary functions is directed by
'^Ibid. a pp. 11-12.
•'
jj. S, Congress. Budget and Accounting Act* 1921* **2 Stat. 20, 31 U.
S* C. klf .Approved June 10, 1921*
17




the Buti&ert and Accounting Act to scrutinize on a continuing basis the admin-
istrative organization and operation of Hut Executive Branch of the Govern-
ment. Shis Bureau also c-oordinatea legislative jjnnflpijl n originating in the
departments and establishments of the government.
Dudget Gall
'Ihe present steps in budget roxuulatioa can u© described as follows:
Uhe Director of xae bureau of tae Duo&ew fttaffc QftU« fur e&tiwates of neces-
sary appropriations from toe various i^'ederax agendas. In order that the
budget may be prepared xn time, heads 01 departments dm required to transmit
their estimates of expenditure needs for the next fiscal year l>y September 30
of the preceding fiscal year. ' 2toe assembling and reviewing of the pre*
liminary estimates of the subdivisions of any given department are accom-
plished by an officer of that department who is known as the budget officer
or the comptroller.
Since each governmental agency follows a somewhat different internal
procedure for the formulation and review of its budget, only the procedures
used by the Department of the 3avy and the Department of Defense will be con-
sidered here.
Budgetary procedure and f in the My? Department
Dates Program Object!i wim— mi iW MrflU-w^i^^iiwn—ipmJC». «w,imiiii ni mw inn m
li? Dec. 1. !£he Secretary 01 the Ifiavy writes the chief of laval Operations
and the QOBman^Bst of the i outlining policy with
respect to the new budget and directing preparation of the pro-
gram objectives for tha fiscal : - . eraed. !£he Chief of
liaval Operations is directed to coordinate and integrate the
pr a for the iSavei Sstal rat j.or the Secretary.
21 Dec. 2. 'ihe Chief of 8ml GfeartAioaf Uwn a call to program sponsors
for submittal of their respective program objectives with the
Ieac_L±u2 da January.
2£2secutivo Office -Mont,, Bureea of the 3"dget> Bastruc-
tinna for 0!he Preparation and igubmission of Annual Budget Sstimatef"^ureau of
the Budget Circular So. A-.U, (August 2" "P.

ACTIO (General Planning) Director, General Planning Group,
issues a call to Program Sponsors *-or suixiittal oi their
respective Annual Program Objective** to the C330 (Attention;
ACMO (General
-Aij).
10 Jam 3» 5ne Chief of Ha>?al Operations reviews the program objectives
to ijjaiaiieti ft Secretary of the
21 Jan. flfcvy. Shose portions of the Program Objectives in which the
Marine Oorpa he interest will be ri. jllahora-
tion vith the Ooeanaijdant of the Marine Corps.
10 Jan. Deadline for receipt in office or the ACHO (General Planning).
Director, General Planning Group, of all components for in-
clusion »partrient of the Havel Annual Program Objec-
tives.
ACHO (General Planning) submits Draft of Annual Program
Objectives to rail Establish-
ment Programs end Budget, for a review prior to their sub-
nifc&ioai lo |M Qflfc
ACHO (General Planning) submr^ *tv&M I of Annual Pro-
gram Objectives to the CIK) for his consideration (In collabora-
tion v setter* oi MarO t).
21 Jan. h. Ihe Chief of Uaval Operations t>ubioits the Program Objectives to
the Secretary of the Mavy for hi3 consideration prior to
approval. At this time copies a • Under Sec-
retary and all the Assistant Secretaries, and to the CXsnmauadant
of the Marine Corps*
25 Jan. 5» Ihe 3ecret*r w MC HMl Bavy, in a Anil »'. attended by the
Under Secretary, all the Assistant Secretaries, the Chief of
Baval Operations and the Oaagnandaut or the Marine Corps, gives
final consideration and approval to the Program Objectives. At
this meeting the Comptroller or Will present his esti-
mate of the cost of the Program Objectives in terms of cost
categories, and he will analyze fee cost implications compared
with those of previous years. (Bw approved Program Objectives
will be used "ay the Secretary of the Bhvy as a vehicle for dis-
cussion with the Secretary of Defense).
1 Feb. 6. The Chief of jftaval operation* promulgates the approved Program
Objectives
.
1 f»b. 1, Ihe Comptroller of the Havy issues the 'call for estimates" vlth
other appropriate guidance necessary for the preparation of
budget estimates, including the date of submission, 2 July.
1 fteb. 2. Bureaus, Offices and Headquarters, U. S. tf&rine Corps, prepare
to budgets baaed on Program Objectives and ether appropriate guid-
2 Jul ance, and submit them to the Comptroller of the Havy, 2 July.

16
2 Jhl 3. 0330 Comptroller of the Sac reviews budget submissions received
to frcea Bureaus, Offices, and Beadguarters, U. S. Marine Corps, and
9 Jlu prepares a sunoary budget in tarns of cost categories.
10 Jul k, One suanary budget In teraas of cost categories will be presented
by the Comptroller at a fonaal meeting to thft Secretary of the
Havy, the Under Secretary, the Assistant Secretaries, the Chief
of Baval Operations and the Cawwanrlant of the i-Sarine Corps. 9m
Comptroller vill outline major program deviations from prior
years and other is&ortant issues.
10 Jul f* Une Assistant Ocsqptrolier, Director of Budget and sports, vill
hold hearings on budget submissions vita responsible officials
of Bureaus, Offices, and Beadquarters, ... 8. Marine Corps, vith
regard to all proposed appropriations* Appropriation sponsors
from the Office of the Chief of Baval Operations and Headquarters,
U. S. Marine Corps, vill attend these hearings, as appropriate.
22 Aug 6. One Assistant Comptroller, Director of Budget and Deports, viH
to complete his nark-up of the budget submissions and vill reviev
3 Sept. Ms i^cosfflendations vith the CosptroULer of the Havy.
h Sept. 7 5he Comptroller of the navy returns the narked-up budget to the
for such adjustments as nay be practicable prior to final reviev
by the Secretary of the 8avy.
IttA u -Ml I - |MSJ| I IMMMI
k Sept. 1. tine Controller of the Savy, Bureaus and Offices, and Head-
to quarters, U. S. Marine Corps, vork actively to adjust differences,
17 Sept. vith C90 representatives participating as appropriate. Concur*
rently, representatives of the Chief of Uaval Operations and the
Oboaandant, U. 3. Marino Corps, rasKBlne the budget aark-'jp to
determine sanitary ifflg&icatlons and their estimates of needs for
IS Sept. 2. 2he Budget Advisory Board established by the Chief of Haval
Operations, in a fonaal meeting, reviews the status of the entire
budget mark-up against remaining needs for adjustment in an
effort to further reduce differences.
rteclaraa Process
21 Sept. 1. Unresolved reclaim differences vill be presented to the Secretary
of the I. Jfea Ctacgptroller at a jEbxnal laeeting of the CJK)
Advisory Board vith the Secretary of the Bavy presiding as chair-
man. OL
I
LveA differences vill be entertained individually
with only the required personnel of one bureau, office, or Bead-
qpuurters, » • Corps j, present at any one time.
21 Sept. 2. All gealaaas having been resolved during this meeting, the re-
to vised budget vill be prepared for submission to the Secretary of
1 Oct. Defense on X Oeto'.
HJ, S. Departaeirt of the Havy, Office of the Secretary, jnclosure
(1) to Secretary of the ifayy Xastruction 7HQ.3.

1Y
s.; Hi Dcpartaent of mfilM
btr ee«.- 'ormulated and reviewed its own budget, it 1b
eutoiitcO. hD the Bflpt rtwnt of :**fcn3© for review on about 1 October of the
year preceding the fiscal vcar i;; *hicli the "budget is to "become effective.
Up until this time budgets have b«en looked upon as "Service Budgets"
bat once they have been formally submitted to the Department of Defense they
"become the great fart of the "Department of Defense Budget." Although each
Service and the Departiaant of Defense are responsible for foraailatiag their
own "budgets, it would "be incorrect to assume that the Bureau of the Budget
has 3D knowledge of there estimates until the Defense Budget has been formally
submitted to the Bureau of the Budget. O&roughout the entire formulation
period of the "Ser/ice" and "Defense ' "budgets , representatives from the
BoMBl of the Budget have v. closely vita laiiitary and civilian fiscal
persoiffiel in each of the Services and In the Department of Defense.
Goes the Services have submitted their "budgets to the Itepartment of
Defense, representatives of the Bureau of the Budget and examiners from the
Dspartoent of Defense meet frequently to review the proposed estimates. At
these meetings basic problems are thrashed out and policy questions are
referrswl to higher authority. During this period there is a great deal of
communication "between the examiners in the Department of Defense and their
counterparts from the Bureau of the Budget. But, despite this close liaison*
20
each of these groups "narks up" its own estimates independently. A "mark
up" is a revision in the estimates (normally a decrease).
Following these reviews, the Itepartment of Defense sends its "mark
up" "back to the Services and allows them time to study the changes and to
appeal for the restoration of cuts. Bis climax of this entire process takes
place in the office of the Secretary of Defense where each Service presents
^Frederick C. Masher, Program Budgeting: Theory and Practice
(JStew York: American Book-Stratford Press, Inc.J 195^)* P» !*&•
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its arguments for restoration. These meetings are attended not only "by prin-
cipal budgetary examiners and authorities of the military departments "but also
by the top military men and civilians of the Dsparteiettt of Defense and by
representatives of thfl Bureau of the Budget, At these sieetings the Secretary
of Defense nay malce a decision on the spot or he may reserve his decision for
further consideration. MloHing these aMftSflfli KMi "*&« Secretary of
Defense, the Services, -voicing vlth th ,r&jsnt of Defense, isase the neees-
sary chaste:: In th~ 4git tfftlffflfr fen UK submitted to the
21
Bureau of the Budget. Hie Department of Defense normally makes the formal
submission of its "budget tc the Bureau of the Budget In Jtovaaher.
jRevlev in Bureau of the Budget
ffiie Military Division of the Bureau of the Budget is priaarily respon-
sible for the detailed review of the Depart. "jefemse "budget requests.
AM requests are |*rl(M*& for ftomj waplei , accuracy and are then
analysed in detail by the 88x4*3 of -fije -.ifco deal continuously
vilfii that particular agency. I titytiij tki examiners note
matters to he discussed at the Bureau of the Budget hearings vhieh will
fOllCW.
She duration of those haftrlqgl 3*p«B on tuc sir,e of the agaoey
vhose budget is being re. i^-red; the on the >'*?gst of a small agency
may he completed in a few hours , W1 f .-teca* as large as the Depart*
meat of Defense the hfjinga Wf thr-ie or focr weeks. Bhese hear-
ings axe conducted by the Bureau of the Budget or'rafciine-s ?n&, in the more
ortant hearing, vhero the Secretary of D9f ".ars to rcake a presenta-




Assistant is present* Department of Defines representation usually includes
••.'•V
top Defense officials audi the Service Comptrollers and their assistants*
As soon as possible after each day's hearings, the Bureau of the Bud-
get examiners meet to foimlate their reeosamndations on the Deparfanent of
Defense's reqjuest. At this stage *&* examiners may consult with other staffs
in the Bureau and once the examiners hove reached a decision the agency's
request is "mar3aed up" ft ~agly.
Soon after the ca^letion of these hearings, the Director and other
top officials of the Bureau of the Budget meet to review the reeotanendetions
of their examiners; the responsible examiners appear at this reviev to answer
questions and to clarify their recommendations, following this review, the
Director's Beview Group holds an executive session and reaches a decision as
to the amount the Department of Defense should receive. Following this de-
cision, the Director meets with the Secretary of Defense and discusses the
major issues which have arisen during the Bureau of the Budget's entire
review; after this hearing the Director reaches a final decision as to the
amounts to he recommended to the President*
Should the President further change the Department of Defense request,
then the Bureau of the Budget InfOzms DftfftTWft of the nrfW"*r which has been
approved "by the President and advises them to revise their estimates accord-
ingly and to resubmit the revised estimates*
kMle all this reviewing process is going on, the Treasury Department
is preparing its official estimate of reviews; this estimate is based on exists
tag legislation and these figures are incorporated into the Budget Document
which is prepared ty the Office of Budget Beview of the Bureau of the Budget.
In contrast to the proposed expenditures side of the "budget, the Bureau
of the Budget acts only as a transmitting agent for the treasury's estimates
followed for ^ ^a2't!a&2**3 «nd agencies with the
BedTe$xSIa£lvk and Judicial Branches; hearings are not
held on the Budget requests of those Branch:..- if Government.
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of revenues; should any new legislation be required to raise revenues it
will be up to the Congress to pass such legislation. Once the President
proves the budget it becomes "his" "budget and the Departeasnt of Defease la
required to support it as such. Since neither the President nor the Director
of the Bureau of the Budget appears befox-e the appropriations cosaaiitees to
defend the budget, it is up to the various department heads to do so.
2be time spent on review of the proposed budget greatly exceeds the
time spent to initially prepare the estimates. At each level the estimates
are reviewed and re-revietj«d—at the installation level, the Command level,
the Headquarters level, the Bureau level, the Depanauent level, the Depart-
ment of Defense level, Uie Bureau of the Budget level, and the congressional
level* Iha most important anu most effective part oi the entire reviev pro-
cedure, prior to congressional review, is the ,joint reviev ay the Department
0-? Defense aud the Bureau oi' the Budget.
©lis particular reviev is different froza prior reviews because it is
the first stag>s in ri .. e tu*tu budget is ti/tmtA irua tue (standpoint of
the financial situation of the v*overx6aent and of «uu wudget's over-all
economic and political Impact. It is the first point at which the basic mill*
tary assumptions ana poliuj.es> tee really ciialisiqjsd* iMa joint reviev is
extremely thorough and aetaileu and is the first complete and systematic
e^aminatiou of the mil itary budget ay civilians under civilian authority •*v
Once the financial, ysetrem xs sdop-aja uy Congress, there remains the
. resyeaslsil .erseeing CfteaivS execution. 35ie Budget
Bureau perfaa— this function Isq quarterly appoi^ionment of appropriations
and, "by this method, ties necessity for £aidxtior<al ueiiciency appropriations






"Congress in its committee rooms is Congress at work,'' Ohat state-
ment by Woodrow Wilson expresses the fundamental importance of committees in
Congressional procedure. Share are several types of committees in each Bouse
as veil as Joint Committees of both Houses; all committees are provided vlth
adequate professional and clerical staffs* 'ihe purpose of committees is to
enable the Congress to act upon the thousands of bills which are introduced
each session and without this system it would be impossible for Congress to
consider all the bills brought before it.
Stypes of Committees
Ohere are four principal types of committees in each House: the
Standing Committee; the Select Committee; the Conference Committee; and the
Joint Committee. '
Pursuant to the provisions of the Legislative Organization Act of
26
X9h6*" there are fifteen standing committees in the Senate and nineteen in the
House of Itepresentatives, each of which has specified jurisdiction of bills
and resolutions according to subject matter. Ths difference in the number of
committees in the respective Bouses does not pose any difficulty because bills
that are referred, for example, to the Committee on Merchant Marine and
Wilson, op. cit ., p. 89.
^Johnson, op. cit., p. 381.
"°\J. S. Congress, An Act to Provide For Increased Efficiency In The
iive Branch Of 5be Government, Public Law 601, 79th Cong., 2d. Seas.,
1$6, p. 512.

Fisheries in the House of Representatives, are referred in the Senate to the
Committee on interstate and Foreign Commerce which has also the jurisdiction
corresponding to that of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Connerl..
*tost of the Senate standing committees consist of fifteen members
although the Committee on .Appropriations has twenty-three members and the
Committee on the District of Columbia has only nine. In the House of Bepre-
sentatives the majority of coesaittees consist of wenty-five members, vith the
Committee on Appropriations ha/ing fifty members and the Committee on the Un-
American Activities having only nine. '
3ie ratio of members of each committee from the majority and minority
parties is approximately the same as is their proportion in the respective
House. 2he majority members of each committee are nominated by the Committee
on Committees of the controlling party and tire minority members are from all
other parties and arc chosen by the minority Committee on Committees. In the
Senate, the Democratic Committee on Committees consists of the members of the
Democratic Steering Committee and the members of the Bepubliean Committee on
Committees are elected as such by the entire Ptenublican membership. In the
House of Representatives the Democratic Committee on Committees consists of
the Democratic members of the Committee on Ways and Means and the Bepubliean
Committee on Committees consists of the Senior Republican Member from each
State*
At the commencement of each Congress the standing committees are
elected by the respective Houses. She chairman of each committee is tradi-
tionally the oldest majority member of the committee In point of continuous
service on the committee. She rank of the other members on each side of the
committee is fixed by the order in which they are elected to the committee.
George B. Galloway, Ihe Legislative Process in Congresf (Hew York:
Hiomas ¥. Crowell Company, 1955 )> p. 592.
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In the Senate each Senator serves on only two standing committees
except that a United number of majority and Minority members of the Com-
mittees on the District of Columbia, Government Operations, and the Post Office
and the Civil Service Committees may serve on three standing committees. As
a matter of practice in the House of ftepresentotlves, service is limited to
one committee for each member except for members of the Committees on the
District of Colombia, Government Operations, louse Administration, and Un-
28
American Activities* Standing committees serve throughout the Congress for
which they are elected*
Select committees are occasionally created by resolution in each
House for limited purposes and are usually for limited durations* In the
Senate the committee members are elected by the members of the Senate and in
the House of Representatives they are appointed by the Speaker in the number
provided for by the resolution which created the committee.
!Ehere are several Committees of the 'Whole in the two Houses.^ la
the Senate, after treaties have been reported by a standing committee, they
are first considered as in Committee of the Whole before being referred to
the Senate for final action; this is the only occasion on which the Senate
sits as a Committee of the i-Jhole, In the House of I&prosentatives there are
two Committees of the Vlhole that, in effect, are standing committees. *aie
House, sitting as the Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union,
first considers all business that is on the Union Calendar* la addition, all
bills on the Private Calendar are called on the first and third Ouesdeys of
each month, and are considered by the House as in the Committee of the
We.30
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Ibid*, pp. 276-278. Galloway has constructed a 03able which shows
the changes made in the committee system in I^VS-IOJ-





Conference committees axe Ad Hoc committees appointed In both Houses
to resolve the matters in disagreement between the two Bouses where a hill or
resolution has been amended by the second body. £he Senate and Bouse members
of the conference committee, called the managers on the part of their respec-
tive bodies, are appointed by the President of the Senate and the Speaker of
the House of Bepresentatives . 3here are usually three members on the committed
from each House, but on important bills there may be as many as nine with the
majority party in each House usually having the greater representation. !2he
managers on the part oi' each House are appointed with the view of supporting
the measure as it passed that House, inasmuch as they represent that body, but
there is im-ariably representation of the two opinions (not necessarily
partisan) which exist regarding the measure. Usually the managers are select-
ed from the members of the standing committee -that originally considered the
bill* A conference committee is, in effect, two distinct committees each
representing its respective body and each having one vote which is determined
by a majority of ita members*'
ahere are several standing Joint committees created by law, notably
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation, and the Joint Committee on Printing* Shese are in addition to the
Ad Hoc conference committees described above* Since all legislation is con-
sidered by each House separately, any joint committee report must be forwarded
to each House separately, either by the Joint committee or through one of tfc*
Senate or House standing committees*
Procedure and itelationship to Senate or House
3ie rules of the House of Sspresentatives specifically provide that
the rules of that Bouse are the rules of its committees as far as applicable




and that committees may adopt additional rules which are not inconsistent.^
Share is no ccejpai-able rule in the Senate "but Senate committees customarily
observe Senate rules where they are not inapplicable.
Each of the standing committees in each Bouse mist fix regular meeting
days for the transaction of business before it and additional meetings nay he
called by the chairman if he deems necessary. If the chairman of a cosialttee
of the Bouse of Bspresentstives falls to call a special meeting upon the
request of -three of it3 laembers, a majority of the members may call a meeting
without his consent after seven days, bunt of the committees are divided into
subcoraaittees that meet on the call of the subcommittee chairmen on days not
fixed for the regular full ccesnittee meetings.
All hearings conducted by standing committees or their suhcommittees
are open to the public, except for executive sessions for marking up bills or
for voting or where the cosjnittee by a majority vote orders an executive
session. As far as practicable, witnesses are required to file in advance
written statements of their proposed testimony and to limit their oral pre-
sentation to brief summaries of their arguments.
One chairman of each committee is charged with the duty of reporting
or causing to be reported promptly to the Senate or the House of Representa-
tives any measure approved by his committee and to take steps necessary to
bring the matter to a vote* Although no measure or recommendation may be
reported from a committee unless a majority of the committee is actually
present, the rules of the House of Hepresentatives permit each committee to
fix the number of its members [not less than two 3, to constitute a quorum for
taking testimony and receiving evidence.
Any committee in either House may, by majority vote, cite an offender





case may "be. Generally all committee action requires final consummation "by
the Senate or the House of Bepresentatives
.
Ihe Appropriations Coeamittees
Adoption of the "budget by Congress talcca ] chrough the enactment
of appropriation acts. On the "basis of long cstcddlshed practice, the House
Committee on Appropr. appropriation estimates* As
a rule no action of this Committee occurs prior to detailed consideration of
the appropriation requests >committe.. up to handle the estimates of
one or core departments or estafrU ataments . The subcommittees hold hearings
and, after a d*tailed studv of .-wul&te tueir recom-
meadatioas in the for. "bill. the app:rqpriation
is available for expenditure ng the next fiscal year "but in sane
eases it can he made $N . Appropriation
"bi-LU are toon eonoide--.sL I Pull Commits . .tious and reported
out to the House. Ai ;& "by the Ho enate
vhere it is sees I x»atment. sen the House and
Senate versions of the bill are then nettl conferences of appropriate
subcommittee aemeers of the Senate and of the House; the "bill It then voted
on "by "both Houses, signed by the two .presidio. ^ arid -o the
president for his signature* J
In the Senate the Standing CoiMittee on A. ation3 has 23 members
and eleven subcceaaiittees:
1. Deficiencies, Supplesnerrtals and Foreign Operations
10 permanent m~ and 3 exofficio me
2« Itepart&ent of Ocmvaerce and Bslated Agencies
11 permanent mariners and 1 exofficio member
^Vincent J. Brovne, The Control Of 3ne Public Budget (Public Affairs
Press, ,, pp. 1^>-1:. ,
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3* Department of Defense
15 permanent members and 3 exofficlo members
k* District of Caiuoabia
5 penaatnent members and > exofficlo members
5. Department of Interior and related Agencies
11 permanent members
6. Independent Offices and General Govertmient Matters
11 permanent NM&tri and 2 exofficlo members
7* Department of Labor and Health, i^dueation, Welfare
and ftalated Agencies
10 permanent lumbers and 2 exofficlo members
8. Legislative
7 members
9* Department of State and Justice and Judiciary and
Related Agencies
12 permanent members and 3 ©xoffieio members
10. Public Works
15 permanent members
Divisions of the subcommittee on Public Works
a. Army Civilian Functions
Whole committee
b« Rivers and Harbors Items
Whole eoKsaittoe and Z oxoffleio members
c. Atomic Energy, Tennessee Valley Authority
1^ permanent members
d. Atomic Energy Items
9 permanent members and 3 exofficio members
3. Bureau of Baclamation and Interior Power
Marketing Agencies
8 permanent members and 3 exofficlo Bwaabers
11. Department of trie 'Treasury and Post Office
3*8 permanent members and 3 exofficio members"
In the House the Standing Committee on Appropriations has f11% mem-
bers and 13 subcommittees;
1. Agriculture
7 permanent members
"*»• S. qongres3ional Index, 85th Cong. 1957-1958* (Commerce



























Unlike il±o o^iptsiviiture side of the "budget, formulation of tka revenue
side is virtually a I I function. Tbe President in his Budget Message
or in special messages smqt suggest the general contours of new legislation or
even offer specific proposals "but nm? rewaune proiusals will largely be the
work of tne Eouse Ifaya and Means Committee and the Senate Committee on Finance




Criticism of Budget Barviev
Some of the shortcoral Tigs ia the adoption of the "budget -which prevailed
prior to 1921 still exist. Kb unified consideration is given to revenues and
appropriations nor is there any over-all consideration of a^jpiopriations
taken as a -whole; the House Appropriations Committee functions more as a group
of Independent subcommittees than it does as a single committee.
Witnesses who appear before the subcommittees to justify their portion
of the budget may be questioned in great detail about some part of the budget
which represents a minor expenditure, while on the other hand they may not be
questioned on areas which represent the greatest eiqpcnditures.
She congressional practice of not taking an 'over-all" look at the
30budget is said to be a major weakness in United States budget practice.
Committee I-fembership
As has been pointed out, the senior M sf each committee is named
its chairman. In recent years Ml'ltifi have questioned 3h® wisdom of this
seniority system and increasing members of these writers declare that the
system should be abandoned because it does not insure that the most competent
amber of a cjommittee is appointed its chairman. J ' Bala viewpoint may be well
ta&en when consideration is given to the vast power which the committee chair*
nan vialds and to the far-reaching effect that the committee's decisions and
recomoendations have upon the security and economy of the country. But be*
cause of the power and prestige which is associated with the chairmanship of
committees, it is inost wlHTwfly that senior congressmen will relinquish these
preferred positions to their juniors.
36
* Jesse Burkhead, Government Budgeting (Sew Y&rk: John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., 1956), p. 312.
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""James 1. McConaughy, jr,, "Congressmen and the Pentagon, ' lOrtuaa,
Vol. h (April, 195B), p. 153.
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Since each congressmn is required to be on at least one <xaamittee,
the membership of the various committees does represent all shades of opinions
of their constituents* Within the Congress are mem experienced in business,
lav, education, agriculture, religion, and a varies of other professions*
2hi3 wealth of experience, plus the fact that all geographical sections of
the nation are represented, does to a great extent, insure that sectional
interests will not dominate and prevail*
Insofar as is possible, congressmen are placed upon committees of
their choice. A congressman from a farm state may decide that the interests
of his constituents and of his own political future might best he served if
he held a seat on an agricultural committee* From this vantage point he voula
he in a position to influence agricultural decisions and policy which are
favorable to his constituents and vhich, at the same time, would deposit to
his political account with the folks hack home*"
Bower of Committees
38
Because of the power inherent in some committees, membership on
these comaittees is much sought. Perhaps the four most powerful committees
in the United States are the Boles Committee, the Appropriations Committees,
the Armed Services Committees, and the Foreign ablations Committees. Member-
ship on these committees enhances the prestige and increases the personal
power of its members and offers an excellent "stepping stone" for higher
political ventures by its members.
Ihe full power of the Appropriations Committees can be appreciated
when it is realized that these Committees have the power of "life or death"
over most government agencies and functions. For example, should one govern-
ment agency fall into GlMtmmx vith this Committee it can completely terminate
38




the agency's activities that have not "been specifically provided for "by lay
lay idle simple expedient of refusing to grant to the agency the funds needed
to operate. la the fMM the Appropriations Committees have not only used this
device against unpopular govariiaental agencie;:; hut have also used it against
top administrators within, an agency; on occasion these Committees have written
into the appropriation hill of an agency the statement that no part of the
money appropriated is to he used to pay the salary of a certain John Doe.
Hot only do the Appropriations Coasaittees have the power to pass -the
"death sentence" they also have the power to "breathe life into agencies which
are favorahly lool^ed upon "by the Coacnittee. 2y interpreting the functions of
these agencies very liberally and hy providing the funds to carry out these
enlarged functions, the Appropriations CJomnictees have expanded the activities
of some agencies to a point far beyond the original intent of Ctongress.
Bie objectivity and effectiveness of a committee are determined
largely lay the ciiairman of that cosffiiittee. 'iha direction and scope of the
activities of the committee staff are set forth by the chairman where these
activities are neither of a routine nature nor of a traditional origin. !Zhe
nature of the testimony of witnesses who appear before the committee can be
effectively controlled by the chairman through the simple expedient of not
calling witnesses whose testimony would reflect an unfavorable viewpoint or
by failing to recognise a ©ember of the committee who was known to be
friendly to a certain witness thereby eliminating the possibility that a
"planted" question could be ashed by the member and answered by the witness.
Legislative Staffs
m addition to the members on the various committees, congress has
available to it the services of staff aides. Shese staffs are made up of
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lawyers, investigators, administrative and clerical assistants* In 1957
the amount appropriated for these various staffs amounted to about $17 • 3
million. 39
Committee Records
Each committee in both Houses is required to keep complete records of
all committee action, including a record of the votes on any question on
which a record vote is demanded; all committee records are the property of
the respective Houses.
Each committee is authorized to have printed and bound, testimony
and other data presented at hearings held by it; a typewritten transcript of
the proceedings at open hearings is usually available the day following the
hearing. In the House of Representatives the rules permit a witness to
obtain a transcript copy of his own testimony, if he pays for it; but the
evidence or testimony taken in executive session may not be released or used
in public sessions without the consent of the committee. It is interesting
to note that, prior to publication of the text of the hearings, each congress-
man has the privilege of "correcting the record" wherein he is quoted.
The Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of Represen-
tatives, at the close of each Congress obtain all the noncurrent records of
each committee and transfer them to the National Archives for preservation,
subject to the orders of the Senate and the House of Representatives.
ID
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BUDGET AUTHORIZATIONS AND APPORTIONMENTS
Stated simply, the purpose of an appropriation is to authorize, "by
kn
law, the expenditure of public monies for specific purposes.
In the United States Government the authorization of a program by the
legislature must precede the appropriation of funds for that program* Depart-
ments and agencies of the government are established by lav and the limits of
their responsibilities and functions are fixed, although in some cases the
interpretation of the axact area within which the department or agency may
operate is vague. If an agency is charged with the responsibility of provid-
ing for the "general welfare" then the authority of appropriations committees
to appropriate money for that particular function is broad and the amount of
funds appropriated will reflect that particular Congress' interpretation of
the meaning of the term. On the other hand, if the statutes are specific-
ally stated then the appropriation committees have limited authority in this
area regardless of the political implications. Examples of the areas over
which the Congress has little or no financial authority, unless the laws are
changed, are farm price supports and payments on the debt. These items are
acre or less fixed by law and the Congress must appropriate sufficient funds
to enable the statutes to be carried out.
Appropriations may not be made for the purpose of establishing new
legislation. The function of appropriations committees is to provide funds
14-0
Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, Circular
No. A-3^> Instructions Relating to Apportioniaents and Reports on Budget




for governmental activities which have already been established by law; it is
the function of the Congress as a -whole to make the lavs. Some writers have
criticized this particular limitation on appropriation committees and say
that the limitation is a serious defect in budgetary procedure in the United
States. These writers suggest that financial considerations should be para-
mount and that the House Appropriations Committee should have the authority
hi
to propose amendments to legislation in the appropriation bills.
There are two excellent reasons why this suggestion should be ignored:
First, the placing of such authority on the appropriation committees would be
unconstitutional; navt, the adoption of this suggestion would place too much
power on an already powerful group. The Constitution states: "No money shall
be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence of Appropriations made by
42
law; ..." And the Congress shall have Power: "To make all Laws which
shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing
Powers, and all other Powers vested in this Constitution. . . ." * Jio
second reason given for not adopting the proposed suggestion contains the rami
objection to this proposal; should this additional power be given to the
appropriations committees, then a relatively small number in the Congress could
perform a large percentage of the legislative functions of the Congress itself <
Budget Authorizations
Budget authorizations by Congress permit government activities to
incur obligations and/or to make expenditures. A budget authorization is
legal permission granted by the Congress for an agency to award contracts or
to expend public funds. This authority sets a ceiling on the agency's
aggregate financial transactions for any given fiscal year but it does not
Smithies, op. clt «, p. 1?6.
iJ. S. Constitution , Art. I, sec. 9.
JIbid>, Art. I, sec. 8.
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establish a financial floor for that agency and no agency is required to
spend all of the funds authorized for it. Ghe President also has the sane
limitations and prerogatives with respect to budget authorizations. Should
the President desire additional funds for any governmental function or pro-
gram he must obtain these funds from Congress; should he decide against
spending all the money which Congress has appropriated then he may withhold
such amounts as he sees at. 'Hhe reader will perhaps recall that President
Truman took just such action ia 1949 when he instructed the Secretary of
Defense to place in reserve the funds which Congress had provided to expand
the Air Force.
lypes of Budget Authorizations
There are six major types of budget authorizations:
(1) Ordinary current appropriations are for a definite,
specified amount.~ 1 year appropriations are commonly
used for salaries, and other current expenditures of
departments and agencies. Multiple-year appropriations
are often used for non-recurrent expenditures . No-year
appropriations are available indefinitely and are used
primarily for construction projects.
(2) Annual indefinite appropriations are indefinite in amount
but are specific as to purpose. This type of appropria-
tion is used for such purposes as covering the deficit of
the Post Office Department.
(3) jrermanoat appropriations are those under which funds be-
come available from year to year without specific action
by the Congress* Interest on the public debt is paid
under a pe2?aanent appropriation.
(4} Contract authorizations permit obligations to be incur-
red but ' do ao"t' yJavxcte the funds to liquidate these ob-
ligations, Hhis type of authorization has been frequently
used for tail.ltary ami naval proeurenj&irt but in recent
years its use nas been increasingly limited in favor of
miltl-yi*ar and no-yea? appropriations.
(5) Appropriations to liquidate contract authorization are a
separate type of budget authorization and. must be enacted
subsequent to a contract authorization.
(6) Authorizations to expend from public debt receipts are
sometisKiS used in lieu of appropriations when it is anti-
cipated that the outlays may be repaid at a future date.
44
Silas Huzar, gae Purse and Uhe Sword (Ithaca, Hew York: Cornell
University Press, 1950), p. 192.
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For example, moneys for the lending program of a
government corporation may be provided by thi3 type
of authorization; this method has been employed for
the United States subscriptions to the International
Banl: and the international Monetary Fund. In these
cases, funds are provided by Treasury borrowing.
3Siese types of transactions are np$ normally reviewed
by the appropriations committees.*5
Supplemental and Deficiency Appropriations
In addition to the regular appropriations there exists the Supple-
1*6
mental Appropriation and the Deficiency Appropriation*
A Supplemental Appropriation is authorized by Congress in cases
where increased funds are required because of Hba passage of new legislation
or because of the extension of expiring legislation; supplementals are also
authorized in cases where unforeseen events take place and when such events
require the use of funds which have not been provided to cope with that par-
ticular situation. An example of the latter circumstance would be where the
Armed Forces were required to spend additional funds for operations in con-
nection with the recent Fonaosan and Lebonese "flare-ups."
Although a government agency may be justified in submitting a supple-
laental estimate for funds, the Congress in its infinite wisdom may decide
that there is enough "fat" within the agency for it to absorb the additional
costs incurred because of the occurrence of the unforeseen events.
As opposed to the Supplemental Appropriation, the Deficiency Appro-
priation is granted by trie Congress to an agency which is running short of
funds even though no unforeseen events have taken place during the current
budget year.
£ur!3iead has t&usn the generally accepted view of Deficiency Appro-
priations and has considered them as synonymous to Supplementary Appropria-
tions :
^Burkhead, op. cit ., p. 317*
A Deficiency Appropriation is normally considered as falling under
the heading of a Supplemental Appropriation, but a more positive distinction
between the two seems desirable in this paper.
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There are really only two Idjads of deficiency appropria-
tions, good ones and bad ones. One bad ones vlll come from
faulty planning on the part of agencies and inadequate review
by the central budget office—instances where, with the exer-
cise of more care or more insight or better arithmetic it
would have been possible to foresee that program costs would
be greater than requested. Deficiencies can also arise from
faulty management and inadequate cost control during the ex-
ecution of a program. Or the legislature itself may force a
deficiency, in the interests of temporary political advantage,
by appropriating, with an overt display of economy, less than
is Known to be required.
But there is another kind of deficiency—that which arises
from circumstances beyond control, as when costs increase be-
cause of inflation,, «wa low-cost materials become unavailable
and materials of higher cost must be substituted, or when
personnel costs rise. In these circumstances, if the program
intent of the legislature is to prevail, there is only one recourse:
a deficiency will be Incurred and the agency iraist return to the
legislature with a request for additional funds. 'IMs kind of
deficiency often reflects tight budgeting and could be avoided
only by an original overestimate.
Traditional condonnation of all deficiency appropriations
rests on an oversimplified and inadequate analysis of the needs
of budget-ioaking. Effective legislative review will extend to
both program and finance. The able legislative budget-maker is
one who can differentiate the sources of deficiency appropria-
tions, tolerating ones which arise from circumstances beyond con-
trol and condemning the ones which arise from faulty budget plan-
ning and
Deficiencies are not new or recent evils that have fallen upon the
country only because of the high cost of goods and services; there is evidence
that as far back as i860 Congress appropriated for deficiencies. Oddly
enough taxese deficiencies were brought about by the relatively large surplus
that was accumulating in the Treasury* Extravagances on the part of
Congress were as much to blame for these deficiencies as were extravagances
by the heads of the Executive Departments. In commenting upon spending by
these departments, tfilmerding says:
The departments governed their expenditures by the amounts of
the estimates rather than by the amounts of the grants. If in any
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case less -were granted than was estimated, the department or
bureau affected, instead of revising its plans for the coming
year to bring them within the financial limits of the reduced
appropriation, continued thera without change in perfect con-
fidence that Congress would appropriate supplementary sums
when they were requested rather than stop the service.*9
The controversy over deficiencies did result in some useful legisla-
tion however; this legislation was in the form of an Anti-Deficiency Act
. 50
which was passed in 1900. Shis Act forbade the departments and establish-
ments of the government to incur obligations not expressly authorized by lav
and required them to control the rate of their expenditures during the fiscal
year so as to avoid deficiencies at the end* But this Act was never en-
forced. The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 also failed to meet the situa-
tion; therefore deficiency appropriations are still a problem and the various
government departments and agencies still find ways of incurring expenditure
obligations which latex* necessitate their asking Congress for appropriations
to cover these obligations. As a rule Congress cannot, or does not, refuse
to grant them regardless of the effeet they may have on the budgetary
balance*
Mot too long ago the Postmaster General appeared before the Congress
to request additional funds for his department and when it beceme apparent
that Congress was displeased with his request, the Postmaster General simply
stated that the money would have to be granted or the Post Office Department
would have to stop delivering the mails* Heedless to say, Congress appro-
priated the money*
Although the Antl-Deficiency Act of I9O6 required the departments
and agencies of the government to control their rates of expenditures, the
k9 ,Indus Wilmerding, Jr., She Spending Power (Hew Haven: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 19^3), p* Iw.
art Deficiency Act, 1906 . An Act Making impropriations to
Supply Urgent Deficiencies in"the Appropriations for the iUscal Year Ending
June 30, 1906, (SWyruary 27, 1906, 3* Stat. 2?)*
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national "budget law provides that, "3he President, from time to time, may
transmit supplementary or deficiency estimates for such appropriations or
expenditures as, in his JttlgMMDfej are necessary on account of laws enacted
after the transmission of the "budget;, or are otherwise in fee public
5*
interest." One President is inquired to accompany these estimated with the
reasons they are necessary and to o.rrO.ai-.i how they esrje to "be omitted from
the "budget. Whenever such estimates reach, in the a^ro^ate, a point "where
if they had been contained in the budget the total income would not have been
sufficient to meet them, the President is required to rjifce recow»ndations
for additional revenues so as to maintain the "bud^'stary "balance.
Apportionments
In addition to expressing Congressional reaction to deficiency re-
quests, the Anti-Deficiency Act also provided for the apportionment of
appropriations throughout tiM year as a precaution against excessive spend-
ing* Under that law, Appropriations • • • shall . • . be so apportioned "by
monthly or otaier aiiotasn&s no as to prevent expenditures in one portion of
the year which may necessitate deficiency or additional appropriations. • # ."
In 1933 ^resident Boosevelt transferred the administration of appor-
tionments irom tne BJUMUtLlvt departments and ai$eneivs to the Bureau of the
9%
MgttgT and ifi X939 t&a Bureau itself was trajusferred from the Treasury
j>*partaent ana installed wichin the Executive Office of the President.
Since the tatto authorized by an appropriation may not "be used until
have "been apportioned, the apportioranent iisay "be considered as the first
51Mget and Accounting Act., op . cit
.
, sect. 203(a).
-* A^ti-Deficiency Act, 1906, op. cit .
^§peech delivered "by Sdward Senes, Estimates and Analyst Division,
Bureau of the Budget, to tfce students of the 195&-53 Kavy Co^ptrollership




ctage of "budget execution. Apportionment request* are submitted by the
departments and agencies to the Bureau of the Budget; in mailing these requests
the total funds available to the department or agency during the fiscal year
are reported and the agency's rase is by yyMU'tarl M 1ft forth. Supporting
schedules in sufficient i*tall to mtaXf the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget to make a decision must accompany the Is. Should a department
later determine that its quarterly atajti Ifft&j ** ^ay submit
a ^apportionment re»iusi;t. An executive fi M some leeway to modify
the Sureou of the Budge- blOiMUMit to r '.'ity under its control Taut
th.i.3 internal, reapportic MQf not exceed five alULlM! dollars or five
percent of the approprl . :-, whichever la tl::» .leaser. Should a depart-
ment desire to reapportion more than this sicn, it is necessary that Congres-
sional approval he obtained.
Upon receipt of the apportionner at in tiat i m of the
~ot, the same budget examiners who reviewed the agency's "budget prior to
its inclusion in the President's "bucket nov the request for apportion-
ment. Upon approval, the funds apportioned for the first quarter "become
available; the funds which have "been apportioned for the first, second, and
third quarters and which have not been expended in those quarters may be
carried over into the succeeding quarter; however, ?*o funds may be carried
over fror? one fiscal year into another.
Each government department or agency is required to file a laontfcly
report with the Bureau of the? Budget in order to Infor-n that Bureau of the
success with which the apportionments are being adhered to.

CKAPT3K V
OHE GENERAL ACCOUTITIHGr OKFICE
_io Constitution of the United Statea divides the powers of the
Gotrernaent into; ilaicutive, Legislative, and Judicial Branches. Sne Legis-
lative Branch estahlish&s policy j the Executive Branch actninisters it. 3ie
foisaer appropriates funds i the latter spends them. One Legislative Branch
siust drtetscuw whether its policies are "being followed and whether approprla-
tions are "being spent ecompi cally and for the purposes authorised. Today
this determination is utade "by Congressional Committees and their Staffs and
through the General Accounting Office.
SstaDlishoent of Treasury Department
As has fcMi indicated in Chapter I of this paper, the Congress
decided early that a Treasury Departonent would "be needed in order for the
Congress to inclement its financial powers. As enacted, the Treasury Act of
1789 created a Department of the Treasury, headed by a Secretary, a Comp-
5k
trailer, an Auditor, a Treasurer, and a ISsgistar. Tbe duties of the Comp-
troller included superintending the adjustment and preservation of the public
accounts, examining all accounts settled by the auditor and certifying the
balance, ine duties of the auditor included receiving all public accounts,
and after examination cer*tlfying the balances and transmitting the accounts
with the vouchers and certificates to the controller foi his decision.
Early experiences with the spending or public funds indicated that
11* legislative control over these funds would be required. Situations




arose whereby appropriated funds -which had been directed by Congress to be
spent by certain officers for special purposes were later determined to have
been e:*pcn&ed, in sane instances, ss those officers saw fit. Shortages in
accounts due to the failure to apply funds specifically to the purpose for
which appropriated, and the Insistence of department heads that they had the
right in themselves to apply these suns as they sew fit resulted in a coa*
mittee Ving formed in the House of ^epresentati/es to determine if these
funds had. been legally srpeut and accounted for. S&U committee found, in
effect, that there Tiers two requisites to justify expenditures of public
money: (1) that the expenditure for the object to vhich applied should be
MJfcOTitti by lav; and, (£) that appropriations should dc made to cover those
e:cpeaditures . ©lose finding then were a restatement of the Constitutional
remiixtment that no money should be drawn from the Sreasury but in conse-
quence of appropriations made by lav. Because of this committee repoi't, a
laV^ was passed which is na* section 3678 of the Revissd Statutes, ftiis law
directed that money appropriated by lav for each type of expenditure should
be applied solely to the objects for -which appropriated and to no other.
Another problem which confronted the early Congresses was that of
advances of public funds. After several conflicts in this area, another
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lav, now section 3wKS of the Bsvised Statutes, was passed and this lav
forbade the advance of puaiic funds except under the direction of the Chief
j&eeutive to disbursing officers and to military and naval personnel at
distant stations.
!Ine Congress had to rely on the accounting officers for the carrying
out of these provisions and the nuiubar of these officers grew from one comp-
troller and one auditor in Vfl& to two comptrollers and sis auditors in 18^9,
:>5Act of W*rtk 3i 1309, 2 stat. :>. .
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Act of January 31, 1823, 3 Stat. 723-

with a CeaKisaioner of the General Land Office and a Gocnaisaior^r of Cistoat
axsrcislaig aecountinc i-oeponsibilfty.
She BMkOry Act of l---
Bit nort mjor char.;;- 1 t th« acwuiftlag systsc of the Government took
place in 189'+ under the ^ckery Act.''' Shis Act consolidated the accounting
system under flttt Ccrr • - my and gsr^e to him appellate and
IflllUfflJIJ powers over the decisions of the si:: auditor I end the authority
to render decisions in advance 1 questions presented hy heads
of departments or AlJbarfliJBg
SBtahliahm&rb of General Accounting Office
After seventeen years OdP operation under the nev system, Itobert .1.
SIraceweli, the Comptroller Of the Treasury, stated in hi3 annual report for
the fiscal year 2$ttj 'that the nirimmUm officers of the Govemmnt should
ho jlittlilj responsible to the joi^ress for th;. : Icial l 4n intei*-
preting its laws and in the stating a Mtntfii
To be as efficient as it can be made, aiw. with the idea of
economy in the operations always uppermost, it t&oeounting coar
trol] should he tuMfctNiMt in fact as well as in name* Congress
makes its appropriations for tne support and iaai»te:nanee of the
government for specific purposes and with inany limitations and
restrictions surrounding their fc;;pena\iture . Ifeces&arily thefce
expenditures are left largely to the initiative and discretion,
within these limitations anu reserrations, of the heads of the
es&scutlve departments and to the heads of the independent eg
offices and coaaissions not under the «MMSitiYe depurtzaents*'
fracevell continues:
la. my Judgment, and spea&ing from an e&perienee covering a
consitterahie period of time, the accountiiig 79 of the
Government should "be directly responsible to Congress, and the
57Act of July 31, S*0*j 23 Otat. 1&
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Annual Report of the Oamptraller of the Treasury, 1911, p. 9«

Congress alone, for their official actions in interpreting its
lavs and in the stating of accounts thereunder. 59
MttVvriters MUmM AmmU'. Juds***- tat it vas art until
after the cessation of hostilities in World War I that any legal action was
taken*
In 1919 Beprasaatatlve Janes W. Good, then chairman of the Appro-
priations Committee, realizing the need for reform in the Federal budget
accounting system, introduced a resolution for the appointment of a Select
Committee on the Budget to study the matter of a budget system* One of the
witnesses who appeared before the ccmeiittee in favor of an independent
system of audit and control was Dr* Erank J. Gocdnow, then President of the
Johns Hopkins University and a previous member of the CJoaanission on Econony
and Efficiency during President Toft's administration. Be stated, in sub-
stance, that many foreign governments had Comptroller Generals and auditors
who were independent of the Es&cutive Branch; Goodnow further stated that if
such a system were followed in this country the Controller General should
have a tenure similar to that of judges, if the legislature were to be certain
that they would always recalve correct statements of public funds and their
es&enditure*
Upon passage of the Budget and Accounting Act, the General Accounting
Office was created as:
An establishment of the Government to be known as the General
Accounting Office, which shall be independent of the Esacutive
Departments and under the control and direction of the Conptroller
General of the United States,-2
^IbicU , p. 10*
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Charles w. Collins, 3&e national Budget System (New York: One
Mftcmillan Company, 1917), m>* 100-102*
hearings before the Select CosatLttee on the Budget of the Bouse of
Bepresentatives on the Establishment of a National Budget System. 66th Cong.
1st sess. (Washington: Government Printing Office, l$l9J, ]SP* 3^7*3^*8
^Budget and Accounting Act, op. eit«, sec* 301.

Authority loader the budget sad Accounting Act
Actually the Budget and Accounting Act had two purposes: (l) to pro*
vide for a budget system for the United States, end (2) to Insure en indepen-
dent audit of governmental accounts. CLtle ill of the Act concerns the
General Accounting Office.
Section 3d of the Act abolished the offices of the Controller and
Assistant Comptroller of the treasury, effective on 1 July 1921,and trans-
ferred other officers and employees of the Comptroller's office to the General
Accounting Office.
Section 302 provides for a Comptroller General and an Assistant
Comptroller General to be appointed lay the President with the advice and
consent of the Senate*
Section 303 provided that these officers should hold office for a
period of fifteen years, and should "be subject to removal from office only
"by Joint resolution of the Congress or by iimpeachment; that the Comptroller
General shall not be eligible for reappointment, and that -when either officer
reached the age of seventy years, he should be retired from office.
Section 304 lodged in the General Accounting Office, to be exercised
without direction from any other officer, all the duties and powers of the
Comptroller of the !Ereasury and the six auditors of the Treasury Departaent,
as veil as the duties of the Division of Book-keeping and Warrants pertaining
to maintaining the personal ledger accounts of disbursing and collecting
officers. 2his section also stated that the balances certified by the
GMmptrollar General should be conclusive on the Executive Branch of the
Government.
Section 305 amended section 236 of the Bsvised Statutes to provide
that "all claims and demands whatever by the Government of the United States
or against it, and all accounts whatever in which the Government of the
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United States is concerned, either as debtor or creditor, shall "be settled
and adjusted in the General Accounting Office. n
Section 306 made provision for giving .judicial effect to copies of
hooks, records, papers, or documents and liWiin U>ti from the hooks and pro-
ceedings of the General Accounting Office.
Section 307 authorized the Comptroller General to provide for the
payment of accounts or claims adjusted and settled in the General Accounting
Office through dislauz-sin^ ;_ cers instead 01" by varrant.
Section 309 directed the Comptroller General to prescribe the forms,
systems, and procedure for administrative appropriation and fund accounting
in the departments and i»«tffo7 1 mSnppfqipi and for the administrative examination
of fiscal officers' accounts and claims against the Government*
Section 310 required the Ctomptroller General to investigate all
matters pertaining to the receipt, disbursement and application of public
moneys, and to uaue to the Chief Executive vhen requested by him, and to
Congress at the beginning off each regular session, a report of the work of
the General Accounting Office, together with recommendations as to legisla-
tion which the Controller General may deem ueeOeu to facilitate the prompt
and accurate rendering of accounts. She Controller General was also di-
rected to make recosaaendations which might result in greater economy and
efficiency in the Goveroaeirb. i^ovicion was also jaade for the Comptroller
General to make such investigations and reports as ordered \rj either House
of Contress, or "by any congressional cceanittee having jurisdiction over
revenue, appropriations, or expenditures. Provision was made for special
reports oy the Comptroller to Congress of all expenditures and contracts made
hy departments or establishments in coatinvention to law; for reports to the
legislature on the adequacy and effectiveness of the administrative
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examination of accounts and claims; and for furnishing the Bureau of the
Budget ;vlth such infoii&ation portiiniBg to expenditures and accounting as it
flight request from time to time.
Implied Authority
B» General Accounting Office "by implication lias come to interpret
all statutes pertaining to the receipt, payment, or use of public funds, and
to approve contracts, and to have the custody of original documents needed to
support the validity of expenuitures of funds.
Leonard D. White in his hook says this of the Implied authority of
the General Accounting Office:
33m> powers vested in this office vere numerous and weighty
Obey included, hy specific enumeration, authority to settle and
adjust all claims and cjirmnnrts hy the government or against it;
to prescribe the forms and procedure for accounting; to investi-
gate all matters relating to the receipt, disbursement, and
application of public funds; and to report to Congress every ex-
penditure or contract made in violation of law. Biey included
hy implication or construction authority to Interpret all statutes
affecting the receipt, expenditure, or use of ixihlic funds, to
approve contracts, and to have the custody- Qd inal documents
necessary to support the validity of payments. Jtere enumeration
of these powers reveals the central po. ch the General
Accounting Office has come to occupy; thelr^steady expansion
eventually precipitated a strong reactioi .
Belations with Executive Agencies
6k
"All Goddam auditors ought to he in the "bottom of hell. " OJiis
stateiuent has been attributed to General George S« Patton and seems to re*
fleet the opinion some heads of Executive Departments have had of the Comp-
troller General and of the General Accounting Office at various times
throughout its history 2&is fueling can be attributed partially to the
•Leonard C. White, Introduction to the Study of Public Administra-
tion (Sew York: Ofce mcmillan Company, 19^}, p. 297.
6k
Hosher, op. cit ., p. lgl.

mhuman reaction that takes place whenever an auditor is assigned to perform
his functions the auditor is frequently viewed as a person whose ^ob it is
to find fault and to criticize financial procedures* This particular view-
point vill be eliminated when the recipient of the auditor's services
realizes that the findings and recommendations of the auditor can be used to
increase efficiency and performance and when the auditor himself realizes
that his function is to perform a service for management and that it is not
his proper role to encroach, upon administrative discretion.
'jhe feeling of suspicion of the General Accounting Office has not
been unfounded in all cases; the role which this Office has assumed for itself
on occasions has been one which has overstepped its authority and which has
antagonized various governmental agencies. In its report, the President's
Committee on Administrative l^anagement said, in 1937:
Before 1921 there vas comparatively little complaint that
the rulings of the Comptroller of the Treasury, precursor of the
Comptroller General, encroached upon administrative discretion*
This was probably because the Comptroller of the Treasury vas a
part of the Administration itself, even though he had semi-
independent statutes* and because of the practice of referring
disputed questions to the Attorney General. From 1921 on,
however, the Comptroller General, through numerous rulings, has
carried bis authority into areas which are clearly in the realm
of executive decision. . ._. Many of his rulings go far beyond
the terms of any statute•^
The power of the General Accounting Office to rule upon the legality
of expenditures has caused much criticism from executive agencies. These
agencies claim that rulings by an independent auditing officer interfere with
the authority of the agency to make decisions and that such a procedure
forces their administrative officers not only to go to their superiors for a
decision but requires them also to go to the General Accounting Office for
6<5
-'President's Committee on Administrative Management, asport with




determinations as to the legality, the form and the procedures which should
be used in carrying out a certain function. Ehere is no question "but that
this division of responsibility does result in much delay and red tape and
is the cause of some inefficiencies,
2iere are numerous cases on the records "where the heads of the Execu-
tive Departments have felt that the Comptroller General had gone too far out-
side his authority in making demands upon them and they have at times refused
to carry out his requests. !3ie controversies which resulted from such
refusals usually found, strong advocates on both sides and the controversies
were on occasion settled by the President himself or by the Congress. Because
of his tenure and his relative independence, the personal, characteristics of
the Comptroller General are extremely important and the popularity of the
General Accounting Office at any given time seems to be in direct relationship
to the popularity of the Comptroller General himself, although throughout its
sometimes storms'" history the Congress has looked upon the General Accounting
Office as a favorite son who can do no wrong.
66
Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950
Under the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950, *" the Comp-
troller General is responsible for prescribing the principles, standards, and
related requirements for accounting to be observed by each executive agency.
He is also responsible for cooperating with the executive agencies in the
development of their accounting systems and for approving agency accounting
systems when he deems such systems to be adequate. Under this Act the
Comptroller General is also responsible for reviewing the accounting systems
of the executive agencies and for reporting his findings to Congress.
Under this Act, the Comptroller General is not charged with any admin-
istrative responsibility to ensure that the agencies do adopt modern
66




accounting loethods and systems, nor does he have any obligation to install
them although the Accounting ^rstems Division of the General Accounting
Office has greatly assisted executive agencies in devising and installing
lx^rovod systems and procedures
«
Second Hoover Corauisaion
Ihe Second Hoo/er Coxanlssion found that the development and
of accounting system; and the providing of financial reports as an aid in
managing the operations of executive agencies is the responsibility of the
Executive Branch of the Govarnraent, altliough that Branch has not provided
central direction for accounting performance. In order to remedy this weak-
ness, the amission recommended u< that an Assistant Director for Accounting
he established under the Director of the Bureau of the Budget and that this
assistant he charged vith responsibility for developing and proojlgating an
over-all plan for accounting and reporting which would he consistent with the
broad policies and standards prescribed by the COEgrfcroller General.
Present Organisation of the General Accounting Office
She most recent organisation of the General Accounting Office consists
of Divisions, Branches, Offices and Staff . B*e scope of the activities of
this Congressional Agent may be appreciated by presenting a brief sumnary of
the functions of each of the major organizational units.
Office of tfoe Comptroller General»-»&cacutiva management of the
General Accounting Office is carried out by the Comptroller General who is
assisted by the Assistant Controller General and staff assistants.
67
'itecommendation i«. 1 .
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Organisation of Genex-al Accounting Office for Fiscal Year 1922*
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Office of legislative liaison* ~--ll!hia office assists the Comptroller
General la coordinating the various activities of the General Accounting
Office vith the Congress,, its committees, and individual members*
Claims division*—All cl alms by or against the United States are
settled in this division, except those for transportation items and claims
within exclusive jurisdiction are conferred "by lav upon another agency or the
courts*
Transportation cUvi3ion«-ygiig division audits freigbt and passenger
transportation payments for account of t£e United States and settles claims
involving transportation charges* She transportation audit recovered
$Vr.65kj9U2 during I957.
Office of the general counsel *'""In addition to preparing decisions and
reports on ike legality or propriety of proposed obligations and expenditures
of the Government, the general counsel and his staff participate in con-
ferences with legislative and administrative officials of the Government on
legal matters of a fiscal nature, the sufficiency of proposed legislation,
the desirability of new legislation for particular purposes, and render all
other required legal services*
Accounting and auditing policy staff*—lnis staff develops accounting
policy for observance hy each agency and for the guidance of audit work per-
formed by General Accounting office auditors; develops internal auditing
objectives and standards for guidance of the executive agencies 5 reviews and
develops, in cooperation with the treasury Departeent and the Bureau of the
Budget^ central accounting and financial reporting processes; reviews agency
accounting systems; develops and directs a program of application of luodern
electronic systems and other advanced methods to accounting operations of the




Office of staff maaafljamant.—Onis function involves: (a) ft recruiting
program to obtain a high quality professional staff of accountants, auditors
and investigators; (b) a training and professional career development program;
(o) exercising, in cooperation with the accounting and auditing divisions,
general control over the assignment of the staff; and (d) securing appropriate
recognition of the professional character of the accounting and auditing work
of the General Accounting Office.
Defense accounting and auditing division.—'Juis division performs the
accounting, auditing, and investigative functions of the General Accounting
Office in the Department of Defense. 2nese functions involve the develop-
ment, review and evaluation of accounting systems; the evaluation of the
performance of the Military Establishment in discharging its financial obli-
gations; and the conduct of investigations of matters relating to the handling
of public funds.
Civil accounting and auditing division.—Shis division performs the
accounting, auditing, and investigative functions of the General Accounting
Office in all departments and agencies of the federal Government, other than
those assigned to the defense accounting and auditing division. Sbese func-
tions involve the development, review, and evaluation of accounting systems;
the evaluation of the performance of the civil departments and agencies in
discharging their financial obligations; and the conducting of investigations
of matters relating to the handling of public funds.
Field operations division.—Skis division, through 19 regional
offices, performs all assigned accounting, auditing, and investigative func-
tions outside the metropolitan area of Washington, D. C.
European branch.—3his branch, with headquarters in Paris, France,
performs General Accounting Office functions as they relate to U. S.
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Government operations In the European area, North Africa, and the Near East.
Sub-offices are located in London, England; Frankfurt, Germany; Home, Italy;
and Madrid, Spain.
gar East branch.—This branch with headquarters in Tokyo, Japan, per-
forms General Accounting Office functions as they relate to U. S. Government
operations in the Far East.
Outlook for the Future
Sound fiscal ip&nagement, which includes control through the means of
audit, is a requisite of good management, and management lies at the core of
democracy. Problems in fiscal accountability and control in the Federal
Government will continue to present a challenge in our democracy. Whether or
not all of the proposals or recommendations for improvement are adopted re-
mains to be seen.
The Eoover ConaBission studied the matter of improving the Federal
Government but it had authority only with respect to matters concerning the
Executive Branch, whereas tha iieneral Accounting Office is part of the Legis-
lative Branch. Whenever the Hoover Commission, or in fact any other camis-
sion in the past, endeavored to recommend changes in Federal accounting pro-
cedures, as distinguished from auditing, storms of protests have been ad-
vanced by opponents to change in the present system despite the fact that
accounting is purely an executive function. Such protests emanated not only
from Members of Congress but also from the Comptroller General of the United
States*
The philosophy of the opponents to change appears to be that the tak-
ing away of the accounting function from the Comptroller General would result
in a weakening of that Office with a concomitant encroachment on the authority
of the Congress. However, actually such separation of accounting and auditing

5*
functions would really strengthen the controls of the Comptroller General and
the Congress. Without the authority over accounting, the Executive Branch is
weakened with the result that a truly managerial operation cannot be adequate-
ly performed by the Chief Executive. The President at present does not have
adequate accounting authority which is necessary to keep Federal expenditures
to a minimum so as to enable the taxpayers to get the most for their money.
With the authority over accounting divided between the Legislative and the
Executive Branches, it is not possible to achieve the best possible adminis-
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